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Abstract—In this paper, we propose an adaptive routing algorithm for vertically partially connected 3D NoCs to (1) overcome
failures in vertical links, and (2) ﬁnd the nearest available vertical
link for rerouting of packets. To track the position of each
vertical link and distance to the other nodes, the proposed routing
algorithm, named Advertiser Elevator, indexes each vertical link
and implements a mechanism for announcing and sharing these
indexes with the other nodes of the network. Packets are routed
toward the nearest vertical link based on received indexes. The
routing algorithm tolerates vertical link failures by interpreting
the absence of index messages from a vertical link node as a
link failure at the node. Packets are rerouted around failed links
based on collected messages. The performance of the Advertiser
Elevator routing algorithm is evaluated using the Access Noxim
NoC simulator under different network congestion levels and
fault rates. The results show that the proposed routing algorithm
(1) is able to deliver packets as long as there are at least four
live vertical links in the network (e.g., corner links) and (2)
improves the average network latency by 15% over the wellknown Elevator-First routing algorithm.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Conventional communication frameworks such as pointto-point and bus-based communications do not scale with
the increasing number of processing elements in multicore
and system-on-chip (SoC) architectures [1]. As a consequence, network-on-chip (NoC) has emerged as an efﬁcient, scalable communication infrastructure for these multiprocessing element architectures. NoC-based chips, generally,
have higher communication concurrency and performance
with lower power utilization [2]. NoC-based architectures are
often implemented using a tile-based approach and a mesh
topology with logic-based dimensional-order routing due to
their manufacturing and routing simplicity [2]. However, the
continue increase in the number of processing elements in the
2D implementation of these architectures has resulted in higher
average inter-node distance, longer routing delay, and more
power consumption [3]. To mitigate these design issues, 3D
IC technologies and 3D NoCs are being introduced. Under the
same number of processing elements, 3D integration reduces
the network diameter, routing delay, and power consumption
of the chip [4]. Most 3D NoCs use Through-Silicon Via (TSV)
as the vertical links to connect the different planes/layers of a
3D chip [5]. Although, TSV links have higher bandwidth than
the electrical links, they have higher fabrication cost [6] and
tend to have higher rates of failure [7]. Therefore, they must be
used judiciously and optimally. As a solution to the fabrication
costs of these vertical TSV links, system designers have
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proposed the use of vertically integrated, partially connected
3D NoC [6]. Different deadlock-free routing algorithms have
been proposed for 3D NoCs [8], [9]. Currently, these routing
algorithms have two major drawbacks: (1) the reduction in
ﬁnding minimal paths, and (2) the need for extra hardware to
prevent deadlock. Non-minimal path routing algorithms pose
optimization problems in terms of the TSV link placements
[10]. As mentioned above, reliability issues are more pronounced with the use of TSV links, not just for the links
themselves but for the chip as a whole [4]. In order to
compensate for these reliability problems, the use of TSV
links in 3D NoCs must be tightly coupled with fault tolerant
techniques [11]. In this work, we propose and evaluate a fault
tolerant routing algorithm for vertically integrated partially
connected 3D NoCs. The proposed routing algorithm is able to
route network packets around failed TSV links and uses three
virtual channels per physical channel to achieve deadlockfreedom.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The overall reliability of network-on-chip based architectures is closely related to that of their interconnected network.
As a result, several research efforts have tried to address the
reliability issue in NoC designs [12]. The proposed techniques
fall in three categories: (1) fault avoidance, (2) fault masking,
and (3) fault tolerance. The implementations of fault avoidance
and fault masking schemes generally require considerable
hardware overheads. Therefore, the common approach for
NoC reliability is fault tolerance [13]. This design decision still
holds for 3D NoCs. In 3D interconnect networks, in addition
to detecting electrical link failures in the 2D planes, the fault
tolerance mechanism must also try to detect failed TSVs and
reroute trafﬁc around them. To support the runtime rerouting
decisions, adaptive routing algorithms are often adopted [6].
Fault Tolerant Routing Algorithms for Fully Connected
3D NoCs: Akbari et al. [11] introduced a fault tolerant
routing algorithm, AFRA, for mesh based 3D NoCs with fully
connected vertical links. The routing algorithm tries to tolerate
failures on vertical links by bypassing failed vertical links.
This is done by packet rerouting without using an extra virtual
channel. However, this routing algorithm only tolerates faults
of vertical links in one direction, i.e., the routing can only
tolerate failure in upward or downward vertical links but not
both. Although there are several other papers [4] proposing
different fault tolerant routing algorithms for 3D NoCs, the
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current trend in prototyped or commercial 3D chips points to
vertically partially connected topologies.
Fault Tolerant Routing Algorithms for Partially Connected 3D NoCs: Jiang et al. in [12] proposed a deadlock free
routing algorithm that uses 2 virtual channels for vertically
partially connected 3D NoCs. In this routing scheme, all
the routers at a layer are aware of locations of all vertical
links in that layer. However, the runtime computations of best
vertical links lead to longer routing times and higher hardware
overheads. In [14], authors proposed a routing algorithm
without an extra virtual channel. This proposed algorithm
imposes some constraints on the locations of vertical links to
achieve deadlock-freedom. One downside to this approach is
the fact that with a small number of TSVs, location constraints
can render the algorithm unusable. Using two virtual channels,
Elevator-First routing algorithm [6] improves the network
performance while simplifying the routing complexity associated with vertically partially connected 3D NoCs. ElevatorFirst routing algorithm supports different topologies and TSV
arrangement in the layer. However, lack of path diversity can
be an issue leading to low redundant routes and in turn to no
tolerance to TSV failure.
III. A DVERTISER E LEVATOR ROUTING ALGORITHM
A common routing approach in vertically partially connected 3D NoCs is to ﬁrst route packets in the horizontal plane
toward the vertical links, called elevators, then second, route
them vertically to reach the destination node/layer using these
elevators. A key design decision in these routing algorithms
is the assignment of the elevator links to packets. Assigning
a ﬁxed elevator to each source and destination pair, e.g.,
Elevator-First routing algorithm [6], has many advantages but
it can also lead to lower path diversity and network reliability
in the case of vertical link failures. To tolerate vertical link
failures, one can build in the routing protocol mechanisms
to (i) detect failed elevators and (ii) reroute packets around
such elevators. However, runtime packet rerouting severely
complicates the deadlock freedom policy. Another approach
is to increase the number of elevators that a router may
use in routing packets. Under this design, a router has more
than one elevator address in its routing table or logic. When
a faulty elevator is detected, routers start rerouting packets
through other links. The detection of faulty elevators and the
propagation on that information may add to the average routing
delay and hardware costs.
A. Adaptive Selection of Elevator Links to Improve Reliability
In the proposed Advertiser Elevator algorithm, elevator
links are assigned indexes based on their state of operability.
Each router maintains its own copy of the index table. Through
the elevator announcement process of the algorithm, elevator
link locations, i.e., indexes are shared in the routers. Figure
1 shows the vertical link index sharing process. The nodes
with healthy elevators are assigned the largest elevator index,
in this example, 4. The elevator indexes are shared among
routers using dedicated links between neighboring routers.
After receiving elevator indexes from neighbors, each router
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Fig. 1. Elevator indexes of each node for packet with (a) north destination
and (b) south destination.

selects the maximum index among the received indexes and its
own elevator index and updates its index table accordingly. In
the following cycle, the routers send their maximum received
elevator indexes minus one to their neighbors. The liveness
checking of the elevator links is done in a distributed fashion
where each node informs on its local elevator link status. As
shown in Algorithm 1, a node with a functioning elevator
labels the elevator index as a 4 and sends the value to its
neighbors. If a node receives an index value, e.g., 4, from
a neighbor and its own local vertical link is faulty, then the
node decrements the received index value, e.g., 4 becomes
3. In this way, nodes that are close to fault-free elevators
have higher elevator indexes. The elevator indexes assist the
routing algorithm ﬁnd the best elevator for a given source
and destination pair. In order to implement a fully adaptive
routing without deadlock in the layers, packets are classiﬁed
as southward and northward packets. The elevator indexes
are shared in two directions, south and north directions, to
distinguish southward and northward routing.
B. Virtual Channel (VC) Assignment
In vertically partially connected 3D NoCs, use of extra
virtual channels is widely proposed to improve the network
performance and provide deadlock freedom [6], [8], [9],
[12]. To reach fully adaptive and deadlock-freedom, the Advertiser Elevator needs at least three virtual channels; two
virtual channels to be fully adaptive in XY planes without
any deadlock, plus one virtual channel for deadlock-freedom
among packets which use X/Y channels after Z channel. The
algorithm judiciously selects high index elevator routers in
the source layer to send packets in the XY plane. Packets are
routed through the southward and northward virtual networks
based on their destinations. Two of the three VCs associated
with each physical link are used to form the southward and
northward virtual networks. Northward packets are put on
the ﬁrst virtual network and use VC 0. Similarly, southward
packets are assigned to the second virtual network and VC 1.
Packets with destinations outside the source layer are routed
in the source layer using VCs 0 and 1, and are routed in
the destination layer through VC 2. Based on the turn model
for the proposed routing algorithm, when a packet leaves its
source layer for a lower layer or enters its destination layer
for an upper layer, it switches to the third VC.
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Algorithm 1 Update the elevator indexes for each node.
S U : South elevator Index to Up
S D: South elevator Index to Down
N U : North elevator Index to Up
N D: North elevator Index to Down
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

all local elevator indexes ← 0
if (router has fault-free elevator to UP) then
S U and N U ← 4
end if
if (router has fault-free elevator to Down) then
S D and N D ← 4
end if
send local elevator index minus 1 to the neighbor nodes
while (5 cycles after the update starts) do
if (received S U > local S U ) then
local S U ← the received S U
end if
if (received S D > local S D) then
local S D ← the received S D
end if
if (received N U > local N U ) then
local N U ← the received N U
end if
if (received N D > local N D) then
local N D ← the received N D
end if
send local elevator index minus 1 to the neighbor nodes
end while
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Fig. 2. Turn model of the ﬁrst virtual channel (a), the second virtual channel
(b), and the third virtual channel (c).

C. Advertiser Elevator Algorithm and Deadlock Discussion
As presented in Algorithm 2, the Advertiser Elevator algorithm is a two-stage routing protocol. In the ﬁrst stage, packets
are routed to the destination layer (cf. lines 7 to 25). In the
second stage, packets are routed within the destination layer to
destination node (cf. lines 1 to 6). If a packet is coming from
an upper layer, it needs to use the third VC in its destination
layer (cf. lines 2-4). Upward turns in the XY plane (i.e., UpNorth, Up-East, Up-South, and Up-West) are prohibited when
a packet is assigned to the third VC. In the ﬁrst and second
VCs, for deadlock freedom purposes, the Advertiser Elevator
algorithm prohibits lateral-downward turns (i.e., North-Down,
East-Down, South-Down, West-Down) - cf. line 10. The algorithm routes packets upward or downward depending on the
availability of up and down elevators (cf. lines 7-11). Packets
in XY plane are routed according to their virtual networks

and the position of fault-free elevators. The routing directions
are based on elevator indexes (cf. line 24) and allowed virtual
network turns (cf. lines 12-18). Similar to other papers [12],
[14], the Advertiser Elevator algorithm views communication
links between two nodes n(x, y, li ) and n(x, y, lj ) in adjacent
horizontal planes/layers li and lj as up/down elevators and
all the elevators at n(x, y, ) locations in the network are
part of the (x, y) pillar. Unlike AFRA routing algorithm [11],
where an elevator failure renders the whole pillar unusable, in
the proposed approach the liveness of the up/down elevators
forming the pillar are decoupled. Each node is aware of the
failure or liveness of its up/down elevator. If an elevator in a
pillar is faulty, the Advertiser Elevator algorithm marks that
elevator as unusable, but keeps the other elevators in the pillar
available for routing trafﬁc. This optimization of the protocol
can lead to two special routing cases. In the ﬁrst scenario, a
packet is either in the ﬁrst or second VC (a downward packet)
and needs to be routed through some middle layers (nonsource and non-destination layers). This particular situation
arises when a packet encounters a faulty elevator on its path.
In such a case, the algorithm selects a routing path using the
same set of rules as in the source layer. In the second scenario,
the packet is already using the third VC (an upward packet),
in this case, west-ﬁrst routing mode is used to forward the
packet (cf. lines 12-13).
In general, livelock may occur when a non-minimal routing
algorithm like Advertiser Elevator is used. Therefore, for
livelock avoidance, Advertiser Elevator algorithm (a) prohibits
180◦ turns in the east-west and west-east routing modes and
(b) does not allow the corner nodes to have both up and down
elevators. As shown in Figure 2 the proposed algorithm by
using three VCs is deadlock free. In summary, packets using
VC 0 or 1 may switch to the third VC (2). But if a packet is
already using VC 2, then there is no alternative switching VC.
This approach ensures that there are no cyclic dependencies in
the virtual channel allocation process. It is worth noting that
although the algorithm is presented with three virtual channels
0 − 2, any number of VCs greater than three can be used
and the deadlock-freedom property of the algorithm is still
preserved if those VCs are divided into three sets. Without
lost of generality, we assume an orthogonal topology network
and XY -planes of four corners. Through different heuristics
and simulation settings, we examine a number of optimal or
near-optimal elevator placement schemes. Although a detailed
report of the study is beyond the scope of this paper, it is
worth noting that the average probability of ﬁnding the best
elevator is 99.2% for an 8 × 8 × X network using 2-bit index
transmission bandwidth.
IV. E VALUATIONS
To evaluate the Advertiser Elevator routing algorithm, we
use the Access Noxim [15] simulator. We compare our Advertiser Elevator algorithm with the Elevator-First routing
algorithm [6] using an 8 × 8 × 4 network. Three networks
with different number of elevators were considered in our
evaluations. We set the packet size to 8 ﬂits, the VC depth to
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Algorithm 2 Proposed Routing Algorithm.
Average Latancy (cycles)

100

1: if (current is in the destination layer) then
2:
if (packet is not in the third virtual channel) then
3:
switch to the third virtual channel
4:
end if
5:
return XY routing to destination
6: else 

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

upward routing is needed and
then
an upward fault-free elevator exists
return
Up
direction


downward routing is needed and
else if
then
a downward fault-free elevator exists
switch to the third virtual channel
return Down direction
else if (packet is in the third virtual channel) then
Directions ← east, south and north (if exist)
else if (packet is in the ﬁrst virtual channel) then
Directions ← south, east and west (if exist)
else if (packet is in the second virtual channel) then
Directions ← north, east and west (if exist)
end if
if (direction in previous routing is west) then
remove east from Directions
else if (direction in previous routing is east) then
remove west from Directions
end if
return direction with largest index in Directions
end if
if

0.015

0.02

Average Latancy (cycles)

0.01

0.015

0.02

the probability of selecting the best elevator is above 98%.
Simulation results show an average latency improvement of
∼14% over the Elevator-First algorithm.
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4, the fault injection and elevator placements to random, and
the trafﬁc pattern to random uniform. The results presented in
Figure 3 show that the Advertiser Elevator routing algorithm
improves the average latency by 14-16% in three networks.
As shown in Figure 4, the proposed routing is able to tolerate
vertical link faults at a lower average latency. Injected faults
disable vertical links between two adjacent layers. If a vertical
link becomes faulty, the vertical links in other layers belonging
to the same pillar are not necessarily faulty. For fault injection
rates of 7%, 14% and 28% the average network latencies are
17%, 21% and 42% lower when compared to the ElevatorFirst routing algorithm.
V. C ONLUSION
This paper proposes a fault tolerant routing algorithm for
vertically partially connected 3D NoCs, named Advertiser
Elevator. The proposed algorithm utilizes the assigned elevator
indexes to ﬁnd the best fault-free vertical link for routing
packets. Using dedicated links/extra bits, fault-free elevators
share their elevator indexes with the rest of the nodes in the
network. With only two bits for the elevator index sharing,
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